
Leverage a mix of audit programs to strategically reduce loss across your 
organization and improve performance in a subset of your restaurants.

Gain Peace of Mind and Transform Operating 
Culture with Audit Programs 

Audit Programs

Envysion helps me protect profits by ensuring orders are rung in 

and that the proper food is served. Envysion also helps by detecting 

behaviors that are unacceptable for safety reasons, theft concerns, or 

guest perception concerns. Envysion gives me a set of eyes that does 

much of the work for us so our team can focus on the business.

Dennis Greve, Director of Operations, TOMS King, a Burger King franchisee

“

Comprehensive audit coverage
THAT WORKS FOR YOU

Reduce Loss Across your Organization

Insure yourself against theft and gain peace of mind across your 
restaurants with organization-wide Loss Prevention Audits. 

Improve Performance in Targeted Restaurants

Create a culture of accountability and achieve sustained food 
cost reduction with deep-dive Restaurant Performance Audits. 

Track Incidents to Ensure Accountability

Keep your finger on the pulse of verified incidents to ensure proper 
resolution by your staff and monitor trends by location or employee. 
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See and hear the full story behind each flagged 
incident by watching the video side-by-side with the 
transaction receipt. Capture irrefutable evidence of the 
behaviors requiring coaching or termination to protect 
your business and create a culture of accountability. 

Ensure Resolution & Monitor Trends 
with Incident Management
Envysion’s intuitive Incident Management reporting suite makes 

it easy to quickly review the status of verified incidents and 

monitor incident trends by location and employee. 

Actionable Incidents at Your Fingertips

Review the status of flagged incidents across your 
entire organization, by location, or by employee 
in mere minutes with our easy to use Incident 
Management reporting suite. 

Arrive at Firm Conclusions with 
Irrefutable Video Evidence

“ Envysion’s Loss Prevention audits augment our own analytics, giving us actionable intel 

with which we conduct investigations and resolve issues at the campfire stage, before they 

become forest fires.  Envysion’s smart video systems and Loss Prevention audits are an 

excellent and complete solution for us.

Dan Lieberman, Director of Loss Prevention

Southeast QSR, LLC
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